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Abstract—We present PIE, a scalable routing scheme that
achieves 100% packet delivery and low path stretch. It is easy
to implement in a distributed fashion and works well when
costs are associated to links. Scalability is achieved by using
virtual coordinates in a space of concise dimensionality, which
enables greedy routing based only on local knowledge. PIE is
a general routing scheme, meaning that it works on any graph.
We focus however on the Internet, where routing scalability is an
urgent concern. We show analytically and by using simulation
that the scheme scales extremely well on Internet-like graphs.
In addition, its geometric nature allows it to react efﬁciently
to topological changes or failures by ﬁnding new paths in the
network at no cost, yielding better delivery ratios than standard
algorithms. The proposed routing scheme needs an amount of
memory polylogarithmic in the size of the network and requires
only local communication between the nodes. Although each node
constructs its coordinates and routes packets locally, the path
stretch remains extremely low, even lower than for centralized
or less scalable state-of-the-art algorithms: PIE always ﬁnds short
paths and often enough ﬁnds the shortest paths.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the Internet, the tremendous growth of the number of
destinations translates into a corresponding growth of the
routing tables. The Internet Architecture Board recently recog-
nized the scalability of routing as being “the most important
problem facing the Internet today” [1]. The core routers need
an excessive amount of resource and power to store, maintain
and perform lookups in huge routing tables. The amount of
trafﬁc exchanged between the routers is proportional to the size
of these tables, and the complexity of managing some state
for every destination in the network results in convergence
problems and instabilities. The arrival of IPv6, along with
new trends such as ubiquitous and mobile computing, is likely
to make the number of potential destinations explode, thus
exacerbating this fundamental scalability issue. In addition,
there are some other contexts where the scalability of routing
can be an important concern, such as large sensor networks in
which the nodes have only a very limited amount of memory.
There is a fundamental relationship between the size of the
state required by a routing algorithm and the quality of the
routes that it can ﬁnd. It is well-known that to accomplish
shortest path routing on any network of n nodes, the routing
table of each node needs to grow as O(n). Indeed, if we
denote by path stretch the ratio of the path length achieved
by a routing protocol, divided by the shortest possible path
on the graph, then it is known that any protocol that would
keep the path stretch in the worst case strictly below three,
would require a O(n) bit state at each node as well [2]. As
a direct consequence, if we want to signiﬁcantly reduce the
state required by routing algorithms in the future, we should
consider algorithms that may inﬂate the path lengths.
One potential avenue is to design practical protocols that
create, for all the nodes of the network topology, some virtual
coordinates in a metric space such that the relative position
of the nodes can be expressed as a function of their distance.
Greedy forwarding consists in forwarding a packet to a node’s
neighbor closest to the destination. As this forwarding depends
only on the distances between the neighbors of a node and
the destination, it is a purely local mechanism. Further, the
routing table consists only of the coordinates of a node’s
neighbors: This information scales as the maximum degree of
the graph times the size of the coordinates. These are typically
of the order of O(log(n)), making these so called geographic
(or geometric) routing schemes very scalable (log(n) bits are
already required to merely name each node in the network). In
addition, as the routing decision is a simple comparison of the
relative distance between a set of neighbors and a destination,
the forwarding decisions are fast and easy to implement.
In his famous 1967 small-world experiment [3], Milgram
observes that human beings have the ability to efﬁciently
route messages among themselves without having a full view
of the topology; by just forwarding the messages to their
acquaintances that they think are the closest to the ﬁnal
destination. To some extent, the Internet and a large category
of random graphs exhibit similar small-world properties [4]. It
is therefore natural to ask whether a more formal and explicit
notion of distance can be obtained in the context of computer
networks, that ﬁts well the structure of such graphs.
Let G = (V,E) denote the graph deﬁned by the topology
of the communication network. V represents the set of nodes
(routers) and E denotes the set of bi-directional links connect-
ing these nodes. Also, consider an embedding space (X, d),
that is the metric space X equipped with the distance d.
For each node v ∈ V , deﬁne its set of neighbors Nv ,
namely: Nv = {w ∈ V, (v, w) ∈ E}. We recall the deﬁnition
of a greedy embedding [5]:
Deﬁnition 1.1: A greedy embedding is a mapping f : V →
X such that ∀u,w ∈ V, u = w:
∃v ∈ Nu such that d(f(v), f(w)) < d(f(u), f(w)). (1)
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Applied to routing, this simply states that, if the node u is
trying to send or relay a packet to the destination w, it will
always ﬁnd a neighbor v such that v is closer to w than u
is, and thus that delivering the packet to v brings it closer to,
and eventually at, its destination. Most geographical coordinate
systems, including some virtual coordinate embeddings, do
not produce greedy embeddings and require mechanisms to
recover from local minima.
There is much theoretical work (some of which we describe
in Section II) that considers whether a topology can be greedily
embedded in a space (X, d), and under which conditions.
Most of this work focuses on providing guarantees, and
does not lend itself to implementation, as a full view of the
topology is essential to most results. As a consequence, to
our knowledge there exists no routing scheme that is practical,
scalable (i.e., requiring an amount of memory polylogarithmic
in n), achieves close to optimal path stretch and guarantees the
success of routing. Our intent is to present such a scheme.
Outline: In the next section, we summarize the related
work. In Section III, we present PIE and the embedding
protocol. In Section IV, we provide an analysis of PIE. In
Section V, we present an evaluation of the performances of
PIE. We discuss practical relevance for Internet routing in
Section VI and we ﬁnally conclude in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The idea of using coordinates for routing has been intro-
duced in the context of wireless ad-hoc networks. In particular,
the idea of using virtual coordinates (instead of the actual
physical positions of the nodes) has been proposed as a mean
to perform greedy routing without the need for a GPS receiver.
[6], [7] and many others build practical schemes to create
synthetic coordinates from the underlying topology. These
are distributed methods, and can be implemented. However,
they do not apply to all graph topologies (typically only on
planar graphs) and cannot guarantee the success of greedy
forwarding; the packets can be trapped in local minima.
Solutions such as face routing have been proposed to guar-
antee the success of geographic routing when local minima
are present, see for instance [8]. These methods apply greedy
routing by default and use a recovery mechanism when the
packet is trapped in a local minimum. These deterministic
recovery mechanisms only guarantee success of routing when
the dimensionality of the underlying space is no more than
two [9]. In addition, backtracking out of local minima signiﬁ-
cantly inﬂates paths lengths and induce high congestion [10].
In order to obtain greedy embeddings, it is therefore ap-
pealing to consider spaces of more than two dimensions. The
fundamental tradeoff is to ﬁnd a space of concise dimen-
sionality (to guarantee scalability) that suits the embedding
of a graph in a way that preserves the distances among the
vertices (for routing performances). There is an ample body
of theoretical work on graph embedding onto low-dimensional
spaces (see [11] and references therein). Maymounkov [12]
shows that log(n) is the minimal dimension for a Euclidean
space to construct a greedy embedding of an arbitrary graph.
The author also demonstrates that it is enough for trees, but
his theoretical result, unfortunately, cannot be translated into
a practical algorithm.
For some categories of graphs, it is possible to perform
the embedding in a two dimensional Euclidean space. Indeed,
Papadimitriou et al. [5] famously conjectured that such a space
could embed any planar triangulation, and [13] conﬁrms the
conjecture. However, O(n) bits are required to differentiate
the points in the coordinate space.
Kleinberg [14] and Cvetkovski et al. [15] consider hyper-
bolic spaces of 2 dimensions and [14] demonstrates how to
greedily embed any tree. However, here again the schemes
results in coordinates of size O(n) bits, and do not produce
a signiﬁcant gain in scalability. Very recently, Papadopoulos
et al. [16] observed that uniform repartition of nodes onto
a hyperbolic plane produces scale-free (Internet-like) graphs,
and that the corresponding coordinates in the hyperbolic plane
have desirable properties for greedy routing in these graphs.
The reverse procedure has been used in [17] to ﬁnd the
hyperbolic coordinates of the Internet ASs that ﬁt the actual
AS topology as well as possible. Although this work gives
precious insights to understand the relations between scale-
free graphs and the hyperbolic space, it yields an embedding
that is not greedy and it does not provide 100% packet
delivery: routing may fail. PIE pursues similar goals but takes
a different approach, it does not try to ﬁt the coordinates
to a predetermined space, but lets the embedding space be
determined by the topology, using only local communications
between the nodes.
[18] constructs a fully distributed practical embedding by
projecting an n-dimensional graph topology onto a O(log(n))
dimension Euclidean space using the Johnson-Lindenstrauss
lemma. Despite attempting to preserve the relative distance
between points, this method is quasi-greedy and introduces
some distortion in the embedded topology, which creates
local minima. It therefore requires a recovery mechanism that
signiﬁcantly increases the path stretch.
Gupta et al. [19] and Flury et al. [20] ﬁnd a bounded stretch
of 3 with O(log2(n)) coordinates for planar graphs [19] and
combinatorial unit disk graphs [20]. For arbitrary graphs, the
scheme of [20] also provides a stretch of O(log(n)). However,
these algorithms require a full, centralized knowledge of the
topology in input.
The idea of trading off path stretch for routing table size is
the core component of the work on compact routing (see for
instance [21]). In [22], Thorup et al. show that it is possible
to guarantee a path stretch no larger than three with routing
tables of size O(
√
n log(n)). Such compact routing schemes
have been successfully implemented in practice [23], [24]. We
explore a different point in the tradeoff space, speciﬁcally,
we relax the worst-case path stretch guarantee in order to
provide polylogarithmic scalability, which is obviously needed
to sustain any exponential growth of the Internet. We show in
our evaluations that the relaxation of this guarantee does not
disadvantage PIE in any way: it achieves signiﬁcantly lower
stretch than compact routing, and never higher than three.
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[25] adapts the scheme of Thorup et al. for power-law
graphs and obtains better scalability for the routing state,
although still a fractional power of n.
[26] proposes a specialized scheme for power-law graphs,
which provides polylogarithmic scalability, as PIE does. How-
ever, their method here again requires the complete topology
graph in input and does not translate to a distributed protocol
to build the routing tables. In addition, it relies on tree routing,
that is, it uses only links that are spanned by some pre-
constructed trees and neglect the others. PIE also constructs
trees, but its geometric nature allows it to use all the links of
the graph. We show in Section V that PIE ﬁnds shorter routes.
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) have been used to improve
the scalability of routing as well (for instance, VRR [27]).
However, such DHTs map to source routes that require O(
√
n)
bits to be stored on many topologies, and O(n) in the worst
case. [28] and references therein use Delaunay triangulations
to enable greedy forwarding with bounded stretch. However,
unlike our work, they assume that the nodes exist in a
Euclidean space. We assume nodes in an arbitrary connectivity
graph. In particular, it has been shown that Euclidean spaces
are not well suited to represent Internet nodes [29].
[26] [22], [23], [24] [17] [18] PIE
polylogarithmic scalability  ×   
100% success rate   ×  
no recovery mechanism    × 
distributed protocol ×    
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PIE WITH RELATED STATE-OF-THE-ART.
III. DESCRIPTION OF PIE
A. Model and Background
We consider a weighted graph G = (V,E) associated with
a function w : E → R∗+ assigning a cost to each edge of G. w
deﬁnes the usual (weighted) shortest path distance in G, that
we denote by dG. If f : V → X is an embedding of G into a
metric space (X, d), f is said to have distortion D if:
∃ r > 0 such that ∀ u, v ∈ V,
r· dG(u, v) ≤ d(f(u), f(v)) ≤ D· r· dG(u, v)
An embedding with distortion 1 is said to be isometric.
We are interested in situations where the host metric
space is a standard k-dimensional metric space (X, d), where
X ∈ Rk, equipped with a lp-norm such that d(x, y) =
‖x− y‖p for all x, y ∈ X and
‖x‖p =
{
p
√∑k
i=1|xi|p if 1 ≤ p < ∞,
maxi|xi| if p = ∞,
for all x ∈ X . We denote by lkp such a space, and thus lk2
denotes the usual k-dimensional Euclidean space.
As there is exactly one path between any two nodes in a
tree, an isometric embedding of a tree is also greedy. Further,
it is known (see Linial et al. [30], Theorem 5.3) that a tree can
be isometrically embedded in lO(logn)∞ . Given these two pieces
of information, we could imagine a routing scheme that ﬁrst
extracts a tree T spanning the connection graph G, embeds
it isometrically in lO(logn)∞ and uses the resulting greedy
embedding of G to perform greedy routing. However, this
approach would not work in practice, for two main reasons:
First, the isometric tree embedding algorithm proposed in
[30] requires a full, centralized knowledge of the tree, as it
recursively divides it in balanced subtrees. Second, routing
over a tree is clearly inefﬁcient because a signiﬁcant number
of links may not be taken into account, possibly leading to
poor performance in terms of path stretch and congestion.
In the following, we address these two problems. By re-
laxing the deterministic guarantee on the dimensionality, we
are able to devise a different, simple, isometric embedding
algorithm that does not need global knowledge of the topology
and is easy to implement in a distributed scenario. As shown
in Section IV, the guarantee on the dimensionality becomes
O(log2 n) with probability one (almost surely), on the relevant
categories of random graphs.
The second problem due to tree routing is addressed by
constructing multiple trees with different locality levels. In
such a scenario, not all the trees would span the whole graph,
but most would span only a local portion of it, according to
their locality level. However, the union of all the trees at each
locality level would cover the whole graph. As such, each node
is covered by one tree for each locality level, that is, by log(n)
trees in total if we choose log(n) locality levels.
Here are the high level steps of PIE:
• Extract several (rooted) trees with different locality levels
from the graph, with at least one spanning the whole
graph.
• Embed each of these trees in a separate coordinate
system.
• When forwarding a packet, choose a tree on which
to perform greedy routing and send the packet to the
neighbor that provides the best progress towards the
destination in this coordinate system.
In the next section, we present the distributed greedy
embedding algorithm in detail, using one spanning tree. The
extension to several trees is explained in Section III-C.
B. Isometric Tree Embedding
Let T denote a rooted spanning tree of G. We explain
here how to embed T , and we provide later two distributed
algorithms that (i) extract T out of G and (ii) embed T .
Let O be a node of the tree T . At the beginning of the
algorithm, O is set to be the root of the tree, and the coordinate
{0} is assigned to it. Let us denote by S the set of children
of O that consists of the nodes S = {v0, v1, . . . , vs−1}, where
s = |S| is the cardinality of S.
For each child vi ∈ S, compute a binary representation
of its index i. We denote by bi = 〈b0i , b1i , . . . , bh−1i 〉 such a
representation, where h ≤ log2(s).
Let Ai be the set formed by vi along with all its de-
scendants in T . The algorithm appends h new coordinates
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〈c0i , c1i , . . . , ch−1i 〉 to all the vertices u in Ai as follows:
cji =
{
−dT (u,O) if bji = 0,
dT (u,O) if b
j
i = 1,
(2)
0 ≤ j ≤ h − 1. After that, each node in S plays the role of
O, and the algorithm repeats the same procedure. This way
of assigning the coordinates goes from the root to the leaves
in one pass and can be implemented in a way that induces
only local communication between a node and its neighbors.
In particular, at each step, the node O is higher in the tree
than the nodes that receive the new coordinates, and Eq. (2)
does not need to be evaluated for all the vertices in Ai at
the same time. Each node can simply infer them based on
the coordinates of its parent in the tree. Therefore, each node
O needs only to transmit its own coordinates along with the
binary map bi to each of its children vi.
The binary map bi can be any variable length binary repre-
sentation of i obtained with a preﬁx-free code. In particular,
such a map of length h ≤ log2(s) can be obtained using a
Huffman code to represent the s children of O when they are
equiprobable.
The scheme can be slightly improved if we note that if a
node O is not the root and s = 1 (i.e., it has only one child),
assigning a new coordinate to all the descendants of O would
have no effect on their relative distance under the l∞-norm.
In this case, the binary map does not need to be sent. A step-
by-step example of the embedding is shown in Figure 1.
The greedy forwarding procedure is straightforward: When
forwarding a packet, a node considers all its neighbors that are
closer to the destination and chooses the one that minimizes
the overall path length (i.e., taking into account the cost of the
link to go to this neighbor). Speciﬁcally, a node v forwarding
a packet to a destination t chooses the node that satisﬁes:
argmin
u∈Nv s.t. ‖(t−u)‖∞<‖(t−v)‖∞
{w(v, u) + ‖(t− u)‖∞} .
Note that this forwarding procedure considers all the neighbors
in G, and not only the neighbors in T . This enables shortcuts
off the tree. Indeed, we prove in Section IV that this embed-
ding of T yields a greedy embedding of G. Therefore, this
forwarding procedure always returns a next-hop closer to the
destination (except if v is already the destination).
Algorithm Speciﬁcation: The overall algorithm pro-
ceeds in two steps. First, a spanning tree is extracted from
the graph and then the virtual coordinates are computed
based on this tree. We specify these two steps in the form
of two distinct modules, the tree_maintainer and the
coordinates_maintainer. The tree_maintainer
implements a distributed spanning tree construction by using
the well-known STP protocol [31]. Recall that in this protocol,
each node chooses an ID and the node with the largest
ID eventually becomes the root of the whole spanning tree.
During our experiments on power-law graphs, we observed
slightly better routing performances when the root was the
highest degree node. We thus choose the ID to be the degree
of the node (plus a small random salt to break ties if needed).
(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 1. Example of isometric embedding from the root to the leaves. (a)
shows the tree to embed. The vertices are named a to h. The root is the
node a. We assume that all the edges have a weight of 1, except the edge
(e, g) that has a weight of 4. (b) After having picked the coordinate {0},
the root sends the binary map (here represented by + and -) corresponding
to each of its children. In (c), the nodes b and e play the role of O and
send their coordinates to each of their children, along with the corresponding
binary maps. Note that the node e has 3 children, resulting in a map of 2
bits for two of them and one bit for the last one. The algorithm does not
require all the nodes to have the same number of coordinates, the l∞-norm
is simply applied on the ﬁrst common coordinates. For example, if one wants
to compute the distance between the node d and the node g, the coordinates
to use are {-2:1} and {5:-4}. As |−2 − 5| > |1 + 4|, the distance is
|−2− 5| = 7.
The STP protocol has been augmented with a straight-
forward improvement, in order for each node to learn who
its children are when it receives messages from its neigh-
bors. The coordinates_maintainer acts separately but
uses the tree_maintainer in order to access the list of
children. In realistic scenarios, the topology may of course
change over time and the links may be asynchronous. There-
fore, these two modules typically act on a periodic basis
in order to accommodate possible changes in the tree. The
pseudo-codes corresponding to the distributed versions of the
tree_maintainer and coordinates_maintainer
are shown in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively. We use the
following conventions for the pseudo-code:
• a.b denotes the ﬁeld b of the element a.
• A[i] denotes the element at index i of the data structure
A (the indexes start at 0).
• A.length denotes the number of elements in the data
structure A.
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Algorithm 1 tree_maintainer at node u
Init:
children ← ∅
u.rootId ← degree of u (+ random salt in [0, 1[ to break ties)
u.height ← 0
u.parent ← ∅
Periodically:
send treeMsg(u.rootId, u.height, u.parent) to each neighbor of
u
Upon reception of treeMsg msg from neighbor v:
wv ← w(u, v)  cost from u to v
if (msg.rootId > u.rootId) or (msg.rootId = u.rootId and
msg.height+ wv < u.height) then
u.parent ← v
u.height ← msg.height+ wv
u.rootId ← msg.rootId
end if
if msg.parent = u and v /∈ children then
children.add(v)
end if
if msg.parent = u and v ∈ children then
children.remove(v)
end if
procedure GETCHILDREN
return children
end procedure
• treeMsg and coordMsg are the two message
types used by the tree_maintainer and the
coordinates_maintainer, respectively. When
they are constructed, they receive as arguments the
values of the ﬁelds that they will carry.
The other notations should be clear from the context.
C. Extension to Several Trees
This embedding is a signiﬁcant improvement over tree
routing. It can still be improved by using multiple trees.
Building only one tree spanning the graph takes into account
exactly (n − 1) links when computing the coordinates and it
ignores all the other links. This can lead to some sub-optimal
routing decisions when the shortest path between two nodes
contains a link that is not included in the spanning tree.
We now describe how to use several trees so that any given
link has a high probability of being spanned by one of the
trees. An obvious solution would be to construct multiple
spanning trees. However, in order to keep a small overall
number of coordinates, each node has to belong to a small
number of trees. If all these trees span the whole graph and
have randomly chosen roots, it is likely that some of these
roots will be close to each other; this would lead to similar,
redundant trees, with little or no performance gain.
Instead, we propose to partition the graph m times: The ﬁrst
partition divides the graph in two pieces, the second partition
divides the graph in four pieces and, more generally, the l-
th partition divides the graph in 2l pieces. Each of these m
partitions deﬁnes what we denote a locality level. For the
locality level l, each of the corresponding 2l pieces of the
Algorithm 2 coordinates_maintainer at node u
Init:
u.coords[0] ← 0
Periodically:
children ← tree_maintainer.GETCHILDREN
if change in childhood then
NOTIFYCHILDREN
end if
procedure NOTIFYCHILDREN
s ← number of children
if s = 1 then
send coordMsg(u.coords) to children[0]
end if
if s > 1 then
for i = 0 to s− 1 do
bi ← preﬁx-free binary representation of i
send coordMsg(u.coords, bi) to children[i]
end for
end if
end procedure
Upon reception of coordMsg msg from parent p:
wp ← w(u, p)  cost from u to p
l ← msg.coords.length
for k = 0 to l − 1 do
if msg.coords[k] < 0 then
u.coords[k] ← msg.coords[k]− wp
else
u.coords[k] ← msg.coords[k] + wp
end if
end for
for k = 0 to msg.b.length−1 do
if msg.b[k] = 0 then
u.coords[l + k] ← −1 · wp
end if
if msg.b[k] = 1 then
u.coords[l + k] ← wp
end if
end for
if u.coords changed then
NOTIFYCHILDREN
end if
graph is spanned by one tree and we denote these 2l trees
the trees of level l. Note that there is only one tree of level 0
and that it spans the whole graph. Of course, computing such
exact partitions for each of the m locality levels would require
a global knowledge of the graph.
In order to keep a distributed solution, we slightly modify
the procedure and adopt the following election process: For
each locality level 0 ≤ l ≤ m − 1, each node elects
itself as the root of a tree of level l with a probability of
2l/n, independently of the other nodes. We have therefore an
expected number of 2l trees of level l, for all 0 ≤ l ≤ m− 1.
Each of the trees is then constructed in a similar way as
described in the previous section; for every locality level l,
each node chooses to belong to the tree of level l whose root
is the closest (breaking ties arbitrarily). Each node maintains
therefore m independent sets of coordinates, corresponding to
the m trees (of levels 0 to (m− 1)) to which it belongs. We
will see in Section V that taking m ∈ O(log(n)) leads to
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substantial performance gain and makes the performances of
the scheme to scale with the size of the network.
The only necessary condition to route all the packets suc-
cessfully is that all the nodes have at least one of their m sets
of coordinates in common (i.e., that they belong to at least
one common tree). This condition can be trivially satisﬁed by
ensuring that at least one node deterministically becomes the
root of a tree of level 0. This node can be for instance the one
having the largest ID, as in the single-tree case. Now, when
evaluating the distance between two nodes, one just chooses
the l∞-norm that is minimized over the trees that the two
nodes have in common. We denote by ul the coordinates of
node u in the tree of level l to which it belongs. In addition,
we denote by T lu,t a tree of level l to which both the node
u and the node t belong. When a node v wants to transmit a
packet to a destination t, it chooses the node that satisﬁes:
argmin
u∈Nv
min
l : ∃T lu,t s.t.
‖(tl−ul)‖∞<‖(tl−vl)‖∞
{w(v, u) + ‖(tl − ul)‖∞} .
This forwarding procedure needs to be able to uniquely
identify the trees. This can easily be done using the identiﬁer
of the root, of size log(n). Figure 2 shows an example of our
embedding using several trees.
The intuition now is that a large number of small trees hav-
ing a high locality level provides ﬁne-grained coordinates for
local paths, while larger trees of lower levels provide coarse-
grained coordinates for the longer routes and tie everything
together, much like in a divide-and-conquer strategy.
Algorithm Speciﬁcation: The distributed
implementation simply consists in a general-
ization of the tree_maintainer and the
coordinates_maintainer to use m independent
trees, as described above.
IV. ANALYSIS
In this section, we derive some simple facts about the
scalability and performance of PIE when applied on Internet-
like graphs. For simplicity, we consider only the embedding of
a single spanning tree T on an unweighted graph (that is, using
the hop count metric). Extensions of the results to multiple
trees and weighted graphs are immediate in most cases.
A. Internet-like graphs
Let us write diam(G) for the diameter of a graph G =
(V,E). For a node u ∈ V , we write dim(u) for the number
of coordinates assigned to u by the single tree embedding
procedure of PIE. Let us also denote by dim(G) the highest
such number, i.e., dim(G) = maxu∈V dim(u).
It has been pointed out by several research groups (see [32],
[33]) that the connectivity graph of the Internet exhibits a
power law node-degree distribution, both at the router and
at the AS levels. In these graphs, the proportion of nodes
having degree k is proportional to k−λ for some constant
λ > 1. For the Internet, λ has consistently been estimated
in the range 2 < λ < 2.3 [4]. Such a degree distribution (in
particular when 2 < λ < 3) leads to very particular structural
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2. Example of an embedding using several trees. We assume for clarity
that all the edges have a cost equal to one. (a) shows a tree of level 0 that spans
the whole graph (with solid edges) and a corresponding set of coordinates at
each node. (b) shows two trees of level 1, each with solid edges, along with
the corresponding coordinates, which we denote by ”red” and ”green”. We
are interested in the case where a source s wants to send a message to a
destination d. s will compare the coordinates in the trees that its neighbors
have in common with d. Here, the neighbors of s are u and v and they both
have the level 0 and the ”green” level 1 sets of coordinates in common with
d. s will ﬁnd that u is at distance 4 of d using the level 0 coordinates, and
at distance 3 using the ”green” coordinates. Similarly, v is at distance 5 with
the level 0 coordinates and 1 with the ”green” ones. Therefore, s will forward
the packet to v, which is the optimal choice here. Note that if only the tree
of level 0 was present, s would have forwarded the packet to u. The ”green”
tree provides a valuable shortcut in this situation.
properties, among which the fact that the graphs typically
exhibit extremely small distances between the vertices (with
diam(G) ∼ log n [34]), hence the small-world denomination.
In the following, we denote by G(n, λ) the realization of an
n-nodes random graph such that the expected degree sequence
(k1, k2, ..., kn) follows a power law with exponent λ and an
edge between two nodes ui and uj is created independently
with probability proportional to kikj [34]. Some authors use
the term scale-free for such graphs. As this term is not deﬁned
unambiguously and may imply some other properties that we
do not need here [35], we only use the term power law graph.
B. Success Ratio
Theorem 4.1: For any connected graph G, the embedding
of G produced by PIE ensures the success of routing.
Proof: We need to show that PIE produces a greedy embed-
ding. As T is a subgraph of G that contains all the vertices of
G, it is clear that a greedy embedding of T is also a greedy
embedding of G. In addition, an isometric embedding of T is a
greedy embedding of T . It sufﬁces therefore to show that PIE
produces an isometric embedding of T . For any node u ∈ T ,
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write 〈u0, u1, . . . , udim(u)−1〉 its coordinates. For any two
nodes u, v ∈ T , write Ou,v their least common ancestor in T .
Every node above Ou,v in T assigns the same coordinates to u
and v. Ou,v assigns coordinates with magnitude |dT (Ou,v, u)|
to u and |dT (Ou,v, v)| to v in Eq. (2), with at least two of these
coordinates, say uh and vh, having opposite signs. Therefore,
∃h s.t. |uh − vh| = dT (Ou,v, u) + dT (Ou,v, v) = dT (u, v),
because Ou,v is the least common ancestor of u and v.
Moreover, as every node below Ou,v in T assigns coordinates
with a magnitude strictly smaller than |dT (Ou,v, u)| to u and
|dT (Ou,v, v)| to v, ‖u− v‖∞ = |uh − vh| = dT (u, v).
C. Scalability
We give a probabilistic upper bound on the number of
coordinates that are required to describe the position of the
nodes in large graphs.
Theorem 4.2: Let G(n, λ) be an n-nodes realization of a
power law graph with 2 < λ < 3. We have:
dim(G(n, λ)) ∈ O(log2(n)) (3)
almost surely.
Proof: Let r denote the root of T . For any node u, let P
be the set of all the nodes above u in the unique path from
r to u in T . For each node v ∈ P , the embedding algorithm
assigns log2(δv) new coordinates to u, where δv denotes the
degree of the node v (see Eq. (2)). Obviously, we have that
∀v ∈ G, δv ≤ Δ, where Δ is the maximum node degree in
G. In addition, as T is the union of the shortest paths from r
to all the other nodes in G, we have |P | = dG(r, u). We can
therefore write the upper bound dim(u) ≤ log2(Δ)dG(u, r).
We have:
• Δ < n,
• dG(u, r) ≤ diam(G) ∈ O(log n) a.s. ([34] Theorem 4).
Relation (3) follows.
This means that, with probability one, PIE embeds T (and
thus G) in lO(log
2(n))
∞ . If we consider the multi-tree case, each
node belongs to O(log n) trees and thus PIE almost surely
embeds G in lO(log
3(n))
∞ . Note that this bound holds for any
graph with diameter O(log n). In particular, it holds for more
classic random graphs (see for example [36]).
D. Performance
As a node “knows” all of its neighbors, the algorithm ﬁnds
all the 1-hop routes with stretch 1. Therefore, a route between
a source u and a destination v may exhibit a stretch larger
than 1 only if dG(u, v) ≥ 2.
As the embedding is greedy, the longest possible route that
the routing procedure can ﬁnd has length diam(T ) = diam(G).
Therefore, the worst possible stretch is diam(G)/2. Using
Theorem 4 in [34], we have just shown the following:
Theorem 4.3: Consider G(n, λ) an n-nodes power law
graph with 2 < λ < 3. The worst case stretch over all node
pairs in G(n, λ) of a route found by PIE is O(log n) a.s.
Note that this is a worst-case bound when only one tree is
used. We observe in the next section that both the average and
the maximum stretch do not vary with n.
E. Protocol Overhead
Due to space constraints, we provide only a few key
observations related to the protocol overhead:
• Maintaining a tree requires that each node maintains a
shortest path to that tree’s root. If log n trees are used,
log n such shortest paths need to be maintained.
• As a comparison, shortest paths algorithms typically rely
on distributed protocols that are extremely similar to the
spanning tree construction, building n spanning trees, one
rooted at each node.
• All the control messages used by PIE have a size poly-
logarithmic in n.
• More than network overhead, the re-computation of the
routing table is perhaps the biggest burden of traditional
algorithms. PIE only manipulates extremely small (poly-
logarithmic) routing state and removes this issue.
• For any pro-active routing protocol used in a dynamic
topology, there exists a necessary tradeoff between the
frequency with which control messages are sent, and the
ability of the algorithm to successfully bring packets at
destination at any time. We observe in the next section
that, due to its geometrical nature, PIE is signiﬁcantly
more resilient to network failures than standard algo-
rithms, and requires to re-compute its state less often.
V. EVALUATION
A. Settings
We evaluate the behavior of PIE by using simulations on
several topologies. We wrote our own simulator that we opti-
mized to simulate routing on large graphs. We performed ex-
tensive simulations of PIE on several Internet-like graphs [37],
[38], [39], [40], [41], on which the results were very similar.
To spare space and to be able to explore more of the parameter
space, we display results only for the two following topologies:
• DIMES [37] is a collaborative project that uses thousands
of end-host agents to reproduce the topology of the
Internet as accurately as possible. We use the AS-level
dataset of March 2010. We consider all the links as
symmetrical and remove the nodes that are not part of the
main component, yielding a topology graph of 26,424 AS
nodes. We measured λ to be about 2.06 for this graph.
• GLP (Generalized Linear Preference) [38] is a prefer-
ential attachment model that builds on the well-known
scheme of Baraba´si et al. [39]. This model allows us to
tune λ while producing graphs that exhibit some given
properties such as characteristic path length, clustering
coefﬁcient or distribution of the highest degrees. The
main beneﬁt, of such a synthetic model over a ﬁxed
snapshot of the current Internet, is that it allows to
generate larger graphs of varying size in order to study
the scalability of PIE.
We consider weighted and unweighted graphs. The weights
are drawn uniformly in [1,10], which can for instance be
thought of as a function of a ﬁnancial cost and a link capacity,
and are comparable to the ISP’s link weights range. Such a cost
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Fig. 3. DIMES topology. Empirical CDFs of the path stretchs for several
values of m (the number of levels), with and without costs attributed to links.
function naturally produces a large amount of violations of the
triangle inequality in the graph, which are known to induce
much distortion in Euclidean embeddings [29]. For each set-
ting, the statistics have been obtained by simulating routes be-
tween 105 distinct, randomly chosen source-destination pairs,
over 10 independent experiments using different seeds.
B. Results
1) Performance: Figure 3 shows the CDFs of the path
stretchs obtained on the DIMES topology, with a varying
number of locality levels. The results are striking: even when
only one tree is used, more than 96% of the routes have stretch
below 1.4. For m ≥ 4, the average stretch is below 1.05 and,
on the unweighted graph, 90% or more of the routes found
by PIE are the shortest. For m ≥ 7, we measured the average
stretch to be below 1.025. The maximum observed stretch
over all the simulations on the unweighted graph was 2, which
is indeed better than the best possible upper bound of 3 for
compact routing schemes.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the average stretch when the
network grows, on unweighted GLP graphs with 2 ≤ λ ≤ 2.3.
Here and in the following experiments, the number of levels
is m ∈ O(log2 n)1. Figure 5 shows the proportion of shortest
paths found by PIE. It appears clearly that the good quality
of the routes found by PIE scales perfectly with the size of
the network: the average stretch always stays below 1.06 and
the proportion of shortest routes above 80%. The stretch even
appears to slightly decrease with n, this comes from our choice
for the computation of m.
2) Scalability: Figure 6 shows the total number of coordi-
nates required at each node by all the trees in the last scenario.
Also plotted is a (shifted) ﬁt with a function O(log3 n)
(note the logarithmic scale of the x-axis). As predicted in
Section IV-C, the embedding of m trees by PIE produces
O(log3 n) coordinates, hence meeting the scalability promises.
1The exact function that we use is m = log2(n)−7 (this function yields
m ∈ {2, . . . , 9} for the values of n that we consider).
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Fig. 4. GLP topology. Average stretch as a function of n, for 2 ≤ λ ≤ 2.3.
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Fig. 5. GLP topology. Proportion of shortest paths among all the paths found
by PIE, as a function of n, for 2 ≤ λ ≤ 2.3.
3) Resilience to Network Failures: We consider a scenario
in which some randomly chosen nodes fail. If a node has
failed, its neighbors cannot send messages to it anymore. We
evaluate the success ratio of the routing procedure, after some
proportion of the nodes has failed, but before the algorithm
has had time to react and adapt the routing tables.
Figure 7 shows the proportion of successful routes (success
ratio) as a function of the percentage of nodes that have
failed, on the unweighted DIMES topology. PIE maintains a
signiﬁcantly higher number of successful paths than traditional
shortest paths algorithms. This is explained by considering the
greedy nature of the forwarding procedure of PIE: forwarding
to any neighbor that is closer to the destination provides
route diversity gain, while schemes producing 1-to-1 mappings
between destinations and next hops (including compact routing
schemes), do not beneﬁt from this route diversity.
When only one tree is used, PIE consistently reduces the
number of routing failures by at least 20%, and this proportion
jumps to 50% when m = 8. Even in the extremely unlikely
scenario where 10% of the Internet fails, PIE could manage
to maintain a high success ratio, about 90%. One direct
consequence is that, for a given success ratio, PIE does not
need to recompute its state as often as standard algorithms.
4) Comparison with the State of the Art: We compare PIE
with the general compact routing scheme [22] (that we denote
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by TZ). In addition we also compare it with the specialized
compact routing scheme [26], that is especially targeted for
power law graphs (that we denote by BC). It is proposed
in [26] to combine TZ and BC in order to obtain a new
scheme (that we denote by TZ+BC), which uses the best of
the routes found by TZ and BC taken together. We recall that
TZ achieves only O(
√
n log n) scalability for the routing table
size, and BC requires a complete knowledge of the graph at
all the nodes and is not translated in a distributed protocol.
TZ+BC accumulates these two fundamental issues.
The authors of [26] publicly provide the graphs that they
used to obtain their simulation results with λ ∈ {2, 2.1, 2.2}.
We can therefore run PIE on these exact same graphs and
compare the results. This is shown on Figure 8. Critically, PIE
performs signiﬁcantly better than its less scalable, respectively
centralized, counterparts. It even ﬁnds similar or better routes
than the best routes found by TZ and BC taken together.
VI. DISCUSSION
While we demonstrate the scalability of our routing method
from a theoretical point of view and provide the corresponding
distributed protocol, translating this protocol to a deployment
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the mean stretch obtained by PIE, [22] (TZ) and [26]
(BC). The values plotted for BC and TZ come from [26], as do the graphs
used for the simulations. In this scenario, the number of nodes is 104, but
the main connected components of the graphs have size n ≈ 8400.
environment requires a couple more steps. In a single adminis-
trative domain, its deployment would be easy, as ASs run their
own routing protocol internally. Since some ASs are relatively
large, they would beneﬁt from the scalability of our scheme.
Similarly, our protocol would be practical over large overlay
networks, where the weights would be dependent on the target
that the overlay aims to achieve (for instance, minimize delay
between overlay nodes).
For the wider Internet, the issue becomes to integrate our
protocol with BGP. The simplest integration would be to build
tree(s) of level 0 between the ASs and trees of higher levels
within the ASs. Internally, the ease of geometric routing would
prevail. Externally, BGP tables and the existing IP nomencla-
ture could be kept. Such an approach would already beneﬁt
from the lightweight geometric coordinates for forwarding, but
would still require O(n) memory.
The best integration would thus be to modify BGP so as to
fully take advantage of PIE. While this is beyond the scope
of this paper, we contend that it is possible to achieve. As a
simple example, consider four ASs, AS1 through AS4, with
AS1 and AS4 both being connected through both AS2 and
AS3. Assume that BGP is conﬁgured so as to prevent AS3
from being used as a transit AS between AS1 and AS4.
Assume further that, rather than using STP to create and
propagate the coordinates, we now use a BGP-like mechanism.
When AS3 receives the eBGP message from AS1 to create
routing coordinates, it propagates it internally, but not through
its eBGP connection to AS4. On the other hand, AS2 does
according to its BGP policy. Thus, trafﬁc from AS1 to AS4
will see AS2 as in between them in the metric space, and AS3
as in a wrong direction and routing will naturally go through
AS2. The weights between ASs can be built upon the BGP
attributes as well. The fact that PIE adapts well to arbitrary link
costs provides good support to use it for trafﬁc engineering.
This basic example shows that there is enough expressive-
ness in creating the coordinates of PIE to satisfy some basic
policy mechanisms.
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VII. CONCLUSION
We have presented and evaluated PIE, a distributed protocol
that produces a greedy embedding. It does so by isometri-
cally embedding trees in non-Euclidean spaces of dimension
O(log2(n)). Each node in the graph belongs to O(log(n))
trees. The greediness of the embedding allows the forwarding
procedure to take any available shortcut off the trees while
avoiding loops and guaranteeing the success of routing. PIE
typically relaxes the deterministic guarantees provided by
classic compact routing schemes, in order to be written as
a distributed protocol. The bottomline of the good features
of PIE is that these guarantees are now probabilistic, satisﬁed
with probability one on the relevant categories of large graphs.
We have proved that PIE achieves a success ratio of 100%
on any graph, that it provides polylogarithmic scalability, and
we have given a logarithmic upper bound on the path stretch.
We have used large-scale simulation on synthetic and real-
world topologies to observe that the stretch is independent of
n and that it remains extremely low, typically lower than for
centralized or less scalable state-of-the-art algorithms.
PIE comes in a clean-slate perspective. We brieﬂy discussed
the challenges related to any replacement of the existing
protocols and gave indications that such a geometric scheme
could be used with trafﬁc engineering and policy routing,
making this a direction worth exploring for future work.
We can draw a few orthogonal considerations from the good
stretch performance obtained by PIE. It is a direct indicator
of the self-similar tree-like structure of the Internet, and it
shows that the embedding has low distortion. It would thus
probably suit well distance estimation tasks in the Internet, as
it is required by many overlay and peer-to-peer applications.
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